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A leading provider of software to the logistics industry globally
125+

countries(1)

6,000+
customers(2)

3 million

development hours
over 15 years

~650

employees
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integrated CargoWise One
global system
Countries with licensed users
(1)
(2)
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WiseTech office

Headquarters

Countries in which WiseTech software is licensed for use.
Customers refer to purchasers of our software; includes customers on the CargoWise One application suite and legacy platforms of acquired businesses; legacy customers may be counted with reference to installed sites.

Global data centres

Logistics industry – moving goods and data

Movement of goods requires timely, accurate data to move across the supply chain
A myriad of logistics suppliers are needed across the supply chain.
Information moves ahead of, alongside and behind the physical goods as they move through the supply chain.
Data speed, accuracy, timeliness and quality is essential.
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CargoWise One: global software solution for the logistics industry

Allowing companies to better manage many aspects of the global supply chain
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scalable to any size of business – single user to thousands
global reach – over 125 countries
deeply integrated with real time visibility
reduces risks, costs and data entry






detailed compliance
30 languages
built-in productivity tools
available anywhere, anytime

An industry-leading software provider

We are well positioned in the market to grow our global leadership position

Alternative #1:
Self-developed
software solutions

Alternative #2:
Single-country
software solutions

• Complex systems of
multiple commercial
and self-developed
applications

• Single-country
expertise only

• Typically self-hosted
• May have been in
place for some time

• May require significant
IT department to
manage
• Additional cost and
development risk for
upgrades
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• Typically no
enterprise
capabilities –
generally requires
additional
commercial
applications

• Capability outside
country or across
borders may be
limited

Alternative #3:
Multi-country
software solutions

Alternative #4:
Customised
ERP

• Not truly global –
typically focused on
particular regions (e.g.
North America, Europe)

• Typically focused on
functions in
customised ERP
software

• May or may not include
enterprise capabilities –
additional commercial
applications may be
required
• Usually consist of
multiple, different
technology platforms,
architectures and
databases – not single
platform

• May have limited
logistics specific
functionality

Global software solution –
“software platform for the
logistics industry”
 • Integrated global solution

 • Deeply integrated modules

 • Single, scalable, global platform

developed with a single source code

 • Suits small, medium and large

logistics companies - scales from
single user to thousands

 • Short sales cycle, quicker

on-boarding

WiseTech Global financial highlights

Accelerated revenue growth, significant global platform and business expansion
ACCELERATED revenue growth

↑ 44% revenue vs 1H16 PF
$71.1m 1H17
39% CAGR 1H15-1H17

HIGH recurring
HIGH quality revenue

99% recurring revenue
ex acquisitions(1)

91% ‘on-demand’
ex acquisitions

(1)

LOW customer
attrition

<1% every year
for last 4 years
annual attrition rates(2)

HIGH innovation and
product development investment

34% of revenue(3) and 51% of our people
$165m(3) FY13 - FY17F innovation and product spend
(1)
(2)
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(3)
(4)

PROFITABLE
+ cash generative

↑70% EBITDA to $24.0m
$14.4m net profit(4)

HIGH yield LOW cost
sales and marketing machine

10% of revenue and 12% of our people
sales automation, swift on-boarding,
open-access licence, on-demand usage

Acquisitions are those executed in the 12 months to 31 December 2016: Cargo Community Network Pty Ltd (CCN) and Softship AG (Softship).
Annual attrition rate is a customer attrition measurement relating to the CargoWise One application suite (excluding any customers on acquired legacy platforms). A customer’s users are included in the
customer attrition calculation upon leaving, ie, having not used the product for at least four months. Based on attrition rate <1% for each year of the last four financial years FY13-FY16 and 1H17.
Total actual and forecast investment in product development and innovation includes both expensed and capitalised amounts each year spent on product development and innovation.
Net profit = net profit attributable to equity holders

Outlook for FY17

Execution on track to deliver strong growth in 2H17 and meet FY17 guidance
•

•

•
•

Strong momentum from 1H17 leading into FY17
— Revenue growth accelerated in existing customers
— Increasing tailwinds from industry dynamics
— Annual attrition rate <1%
— Brand uplift from global rollouts, large customer wins and ASX listing

Business well positioned for significant growth
— ‘Operating system for global logistics’ licensed in 125+ countries
— Relentless innovation, widening our technology lead with every $ invested
— Strong balance sheet, high quality recurring revenues, generating further cash flow
— Accelerating organic growth through acquisition + building out platform capability
Driving global expansion in key regions and adjacencies

Robust delivery on potent growth strategy, high growth in 1H17, on track to meet FY17 guidance

FY17 Total revenue
FY17 EBIDTA
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guidance

$148m - $155m
$50m - $53m

growth vs FY16 PF

43 - 50%

59 - 68%

Multiple levers for business growth

Multiple levers to sustain growth and increase market penetration

+
Transactions/users

Innovation
and
expansion of
our global
platform
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+

Geographies

+
Modules

Industry
consolidation

Greater usage by existing
customers

Increase
new
customers
on the
platform

Stimulate
network
effects

Accelerate
organic
growth
through
acquisitions

Outlook - industry dynamics

Industry pain points drive an exponential shift to CargoWise One
3PL industry dynamics vs
low propensity to switch out of
proprietary systems

Impact of
dynamic for
WiseTech

Increasing regulation
Increasing complexity
Growth in transactions
High fragmentation
Pressure on supply chain execution margins
Capital constraints
Increasing network tie-ups
Demand for faster throughput
Cycles in 3PL verticals – economic up/downturn
Consolidation across 1PL/2PL/3PL, Amazon
3PL consolidation growing
High labour cost in high GDP trade routes
Impact of political change (new govt/Brexit)
Shift to SaaS, cloud
Shift from in-house to commercial systems

positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive
positive

Our leading global logistics software and
open-access, usage-driven business model
remove constraints to growth
Fast to market with new regulatory changes
Relentless innovation investment, automates or eliminates processes
Highly scalable, integrated platform, productivity focused
Operating system for logistics, one to thousands of users
SaaS, pay for use monthly in arrears, productivity benefits
No upfront capital, easily add users and regions, only pay for use
Integrated global platform, 125+ countries, real time visibility
Highly automated, more productive, enter data once
Pay for what you use, linked to value point
Execution capability across supply chain, plug into myriad systems
Seamless, swift, scalable on-board of thousands, global rollouts
Significant productivity gains through technology
Unsurpassed software development capacity to meet change
SaaS since 2008, cloud, all devices, LDaaS and PaaS to come
Commercially proven, integrated global platform used by largest
global 3PLs

Our technology and business model turns industry problems into tailwinds
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Economic and political impacts positive for WiseTech

Trade growth, margin pressures, increased border controls and regulation all ADD transaction volumes
Economic trends and impacts
•
•
•
•

Margin contraction
Moving to faster, smaller consignments
E-commerce growth ~20% pa(1)
3rd Party Logistics est 5+% CAGR 2016-2020(2)

Political trends and impacts
•
•
•
•
•
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(1)
(2)

Political changes bring increased regulation
Border ghtening = ↑transac ons
Increasing globalisation PLUS nationalism
Governments consolidating systems
Brexit:↑regula ons, signiﬁcant increase in UK
declarations

eMarketer August 2016
TechNavio (Infiniti Research Ltd.) May 2016

“Should Britain leave the EU customs
union, through which the bloc sets a
common tariff, all imports and exports to
the EU will require customs declarations
and separate security checks. As a result
officials have sought to scale up the new
customs system’s maximum capacity to
350m declarations a year, against
approximately 50m filings now
handled and 100m that the new system
was originally designed to process.”
Financial Times 24 Oct 2016

Global integrated CW1 platform + large innovation pipeline

Existing business delivers high quality, high growth revenue, R&D targeting hyper-growth
POWERFUL HIGH GROWTH ENGINE

HYPER-GROWTH FUEL

Significant high quality revenue, 99% recurring, strong organic growth, attrition <1%
Open-access, usage driven business model removes constraints to growth
Fuelled by ever increasing transactions, users, regions

New
global
adjacencies

CargoWise One
Global deeply integrated logistics execution platform

+ $/customer

AI,
machine learning,
next generation
+ order of magnitude
TAM/$

Relentless platform expansion with over 500 enhancements annually
+ functionality
+ geographies
+ regulation
+ efficiencies
+ productivity tools
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Industry
evolution +
consolidation
+ $/users

Logistics – impact of ecommerce

Increasing volumes and demand for faster, cheaper, more accurate supply chain

Higher volume
Faster delivery
More regulation
Lower margins
More automation
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Next generation supply chain execution
Machine learning, artificial intelligence and cognification
will be essential to manage demand, volume, margins and speed
WiseTech Global has the potential to do this on a scale
and capacity that could revolutionise industry
across trade routes and borders
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Questions

Changing the world of logistics one innovation at a time
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Visit our investor centre for more information on WiseTech Global
www.wisetechglobal.com/investors
Videos
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Important notice and disclaimer

CONTENT OF PRESENTATION FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY
Visit www.wisetechglobal.com/investors
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This presentation may statements that are, or may are deemed to be, forward-looking
statements. Such statements can generally be identified by the use of words such as 'may', 'will',
'expect', 'intend', 'plan', 'estimate', 'anticipate', 'believe', 'continue', 'objectives', 'outlook',
'guidance‘, ‘forecast’ and similar expressions. Indications of plans, strategies, management
objectives, sales and financial performance are also forward-looking statements.

Such statements are not guarantees of future performance, and involve known and unknown
risks, uncertainties, assumptions, contingencies and other factors, many of which are outside the
control of WiseTech Global. No representation is made or will be made that any forward-looking
statements will be achieved or will prove to be correct. Such forward-looking statements are not
guarantees of future performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors, many of which are beyond the control of WiseTech Global, which may cause actual
results, performance and operations to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such
statements. There can be no assurance that actual outcome will not differ materially from these
statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements
and WiseTech Global assumes no obligation to update such statements.
No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability,
adequacy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation.

PAST PERFORMANCE
Past performance information given in this presentation is given for illustrative purposes only
and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of future performance.

INFORMATION IS NOT ADVICE
This presentation is not, and is not intended to constitute, financial advice, or an offer or an
invitation, solicitation or recommendation to acquire or sell WiseTech Global shares or any other
financial products in any jurisdiction and is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement,
disclosure document or other offering document under Australian law or any other law. This
presentation also does not form the basis of any contract or commitment to sell or apply for
securities in WiseTech Global or any of its subsidiaries. It is for information purposes only.
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WiseTech Global does not warrant or represent that the information in this presentation is free
from errors, omissions or misrepresentations or is suitable for your intended use. The
information contained in this presentation has been prepared without taking account of any
person’s investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs and nothing contained in
this presentation constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice. The information provided in
this presentation may not be suitable for your specific needs and should not be relied up on by
you in substitution of you obtaining independent advice. Subject to any terms implied by law and
which cannot be excluded, WiseTech Global accepts no responsibility for any loss, damage, cost
or expense (whether direct or indirect) incurred by you as a result of any error, omission or
misrepresentation in this presentation.

PREPARATION OF INFORMATION
All financial information has been prepared and reviewed in accordance with Australian
Accounting Standards. Certain financial data included in this presentation is ‘non-IFRS financial
information’. The Company believes that this non-IFRS financial information provides useful
insight in measuring the financial performance and condition of WiseTech Global. Readers are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on any non-IFRS financial information including ratios
included in this presentation.

PRESENTATION OF INFORMATION
• Prior period pro forma (PF) Except where explicitly stated, the financial data prior to 1H17 in
this presentation is provided on a pro-forma basis. Information on the specific pro-forma
adjustments is included in the Appendix to the 1H17 Investor Presentation.
• Current period statutory Except where explicitly stated the financial data for 1H in this
presentation is provided on a statutory basis.
• Currency All amounts in this presentation are in Australian dollars unless otherwise stated.
• FY refers to the full year to 30 June, 1H refers to the six months to 31 December, 2H refers to
the six months to 30 June.
• Rounding Amounts in this document have been rounded to the nearest $0.1m. Any
differences between this document and the accompanying financial statements are due to
rounding.
THIRD PARTY INFORMATION AND MARKET DATA
The views expressed in this presentation contain information that has been derived from publicly
available sources that have not been independently verified. No representation or warranty is
made as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information. This presentation should
not be relied upon as a recommendation or forecast by WiseTech Global. Market share
information is based on management estimates except where explicitly identified.

NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY
The information in this presentation is provided in summary form and is therefore not necessarily
complete.

To the maximum extent permitted by law, WiseTech Global and each of its affiliates, directors,
employees, officers, partners, agents and advisers and any other person involved in the
preparation of this presentation disclaim all liability and responsibility (including without
limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence) for any direct or indirect loss or damage
which may arise or be suffered through use or reliance on anything contained in, or omitted from,
this presentation. WiseTech Global accepts no responsibility or obligation to inform you of any
matter arising or coming to their notice, after the date of this presentation, which may affect any
matter referred to in this presentation. This presentation should be read in conjunction with
WiseTech Global’s other periodic and continuous disclosure announcements lodged with ASX.

Changing the world of logistics one innovation at a time
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